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Why I care

1. When the ED is full there is no place to move EMS patients. I need EMS 

units available to take care of the community.

1. There is no resilience. No slack. Every hospital is full and the ED is 

boarding admitted patients. They cannot keep up with the day to day. I 

fear for the true multiple casualty case.



Why we care about 

hospital bed delays

1. There is zero 
productivity when a 
unit is standing on a 
wall at an ED.

2. If unchecked, we will 
need more 
ambulances to meet 
community needs.

What I tell ED leadership

● We will not normalize 

extended wait times.

● EMS crews will not act as 

surrogates for ED staff. 

● Send stable patients out to 

triage even if we don’t 

initiate. 





What I think is happening

1. The ED is the best place to get a comprehensive workup

2. Poor access to primary care

3. The underinsured don’t take off work to see the doctor

4. Hospitals are full and they are efficient - whether forced or 

self-imposed - and there is no room. 



EDs have a gap-filling role for flaws in 

other levels of the healthcare system, 

being one of the only health care 

resources always available to individuals 

in need.

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0020731417734498

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0020731417734498


Maryland’s Global Budget Model

Well intentioned payer model that provides fixed 

hospital reimbursement

When hospitals are full the ED gets backed up

Maryland is last for ED wait times (CMS data 

1/7/20-3/31/21)



Balancing Efficiency and Access: Discouraging Emergency Department Boarding in a Global Budget System

Author(s): Stryckman, Benoit; Kuhn, Diane; Gingold, Daniel B.; Fischer, Kyle R.; Gatz, J. David; Schenkel, Stephen M.; Browne, Brian J.



What I think is happening

1. Any plan to defer ED patients to urgent cares is flawed.

2. UCs are for profit companies who can turn people away. They have 

limited hours and limited capabilities.

3. This is healthcare problem. Not an ED problem.

4. Hospitals I work with are at capacity. They openly blame their 

capacity problems to cost restriction imposed by HSCRC. Imposing 

fines for ED throughput while also throttling their ability to admit is 

unwinnable.





Opportunities

1. Rebalance the money.

1. Expand FSEDs. EMS and the public are pretty good at getting this 

right.

Time is too short. Our focus should be on orienting to the 

complexity of the problem, preparing a report with a framework of 

recommendations based on what we see in our site visits.
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